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Abstract
Cloud computing was a cloud technology pioneered by Amazon for a long time due 
to its software technology that is based on the online shopping platform. After Google, 
Microsoft also follow up, and this technology, in fact, already exists in our lives, and 
applications continue to expand, become an integral part of life. With the rapid develop-
ment of the Internet and the demand for high-speed computing of mobile devices, the 
simplest cloud computing technology has been widely used in online services, such as 
“search engine, webmail,” and so on. Users can get a lot of information by simply enter-
ing a simple instruction. Further cloud computing is not only for data search and analysis 
function, but also can be used in the biological sciences, such as: analysis of cancer cells, 
analysis of DNA structure, gene mapping sequencing; in the future more Smart phone, 
GPS and other mobile devices through the cloud computing to develop more application 
service.
Keywords: cloud technology, smart phone, GPS
1. Introduction
As early as 1983, Sun Computer proposed the concept of “network as a computer”, opening 
up the direction of thinking and development.
In 2006, Amazon introduced “resilient cloud services” and decentralized architecture tech-
nologies to provide limited-service web services.
In 2006, Eric Schmidt, Google’s chief executive, put forward the concept of “cloud comput-
ing,” laying another new era in computer development.
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In 2007, Google and IBM, in cooperation with prestigious universities in the United States, 
started to develop “Cloud Services” software and hardware technology on campus and pro-
vided school professors and students to develop large-scale research projects on the Internet.
In 2008, Yahoo, Hewlett-Packard, Intel and the United States, Germany and Singapore jointly 
launched a large-scale research and development platform for cloud computing to build 6 
data center research centers. On average, each data center is equipped with 2500 processors 
and is actively developing cloud service technologies.
In 2008, Dell officially applied to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office for a “cloud com-
puting” patent application. In the meantime, large names such as Fujitsu, Red Hat, Hewlett 
Packard, IBM, VMware, and NetApp compete in R & D.
In 2010, NASA teamed up with major computer vendors such as Rackspace, AMD, Intel, Dell 
and Microsoft to develop cloud computing technologies.
The meaning of cloud computing is to store the data stored in the local computer and store it 
in the cloud website. The calculation is made by the local computer and handed over to the 
cloud computing website. Users do not need to worry about hardware devices, system instal-
lation, applications, just open the cloud page, you can perform various types of data storage 
and computing.
The basic characteristic of cloud computing is “computing in the cloud”, that is, building a 
large-scale data center by combining multiple useful websites to satisfy any data storage and 
problem computing; meanwhile, users are not required to worry about their own hardware 
and software facilities. Cloud site consider all possible troubles. As long as the user open the 
web page, send information to complete the operation.
Cloud computing can be described as “network computer”, make full use of the Internet func-
tion to connect multiple useful sites, the formation of cloud sites, providing users with data 
storage and problem computing; users no longer worry about local storage devices and com-
puting applications, do not have to worry about computer professional knowledge, through 
the Internet to connect to the cloud site, you can send data to the cloud storage page, the cloud 
application can solve the problem.
2. Cloud computing features
The basic characteristics of cloud computing is “computing in the cloud,” that is, to meet:
1. Multiple large-scale data centers and a large number of processors: the combination of a 
number of useful websites and a large number of large-scale data centers and a large num-
ber of processors to meet any data storage and problem computing.
2. Cloud service: users do not need to worry about hardware devices, no troubles to install 
the system, no need to worry about applications, cloud sites consider all possible troubles, 
design execution web pages, users can simply open web pages to store data, computing 
data, delivery data.
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If you want to create an all-encompassing cloud site, in some functional environment may be 
a waste of time, in order to properly apply, we can cloud site as:
1. Public cloud: public cloud is the most common way to deploy cloud computing. Cloud 
resources are owned and operated by third-party cloud service providers and delivered 
over the Internet. In the public cloud, all hardware, software, and other supported infra-
structure is owned and managed by the cloud provider. In the public cloud, you share the 
same hardware, storage, and networking devices with other organizations or cloud rental 
users. You use a web browser to access services and manage your account. Common cloud 
deployments are commonly used to provide web-based email, online office applications, 
storage, and test and development environments.
Public cloud benefits:
a.  Low cost—no need to purchase hardware or software, just pay for the services you 
use.
b. No maintenance—maintenance is provided by service providers.
c. Scalability—unlimited on demand to meet your business needs.
d. High reliability—a wide range of server networks to ensure that from failure.
2. Private cloud: private clouds are comprised of cloud computing resources that are used ex-
clusively by a single organization or organization. Private clouds can be physically located 
within the organization’s local data center or hosted by third-party service providers. But 
in the private cloud, services and infrastructure are all maintained on the private network, 
with hardware and software exclusive to your organization. In this way, the private cloud 
enables organizations to more easily customize their resources to meet specific IT needs. 
Private clouds are widely adopted by government agencies, financial institutions, and oth-
er medium- and large-scale organizations that need to handle business-critical operations 
in pursuit of better control of their environment.
The advantages of private cloud:
a. More flexibility—your organization can customize the cloud environment to meet 
specific business needs.
b. Improved security—no sharing of resources with other people, resulting in greater 
levels of control and security.
c. High scalability—private clouds can still afford the scalability and efficiency of public 
clouds.
3. Hybrid cloud: combining both private and public clouds gives organizations the best of 
both worlds. In hybrid cloud, data and applications move between private and public 
clouds, making your enterprise more resilient and have more deployment options. For 
example, you can use a large number of projects with low security requirements (such as 
web-based email) for the public cloud, and use confidential, business-critical items such as 
Cloud Computing
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financial reports for private cloud (or other on-premises basic structure). In hybrid cloud, 
you can also choose Cloud Load Balancing. This is when an application or resource is ex-
ecuting in a private cloud until demand increases (such as seasonal activities such as online 
shopping or tax returns), during which time an organization can “load balance” the public 
cloud to apply other operations Resources.
The advantages of hybrid cloud:
a. Control—your organization can maintain the private infrastructure of confidential 
assets.
b. Resiliency—you can take full advantage of other resources in the public cloud, if 
needed.
c. Cost-effective—you can take advantage of changes to the public cloud to pay for ad-
ditional computing power only when you need it.
d. Easily-switch to the cloud with less effort because you can move in and out-gradually 
introducing workload over time.
3. Cloud computing advantages and disadvantages
Cloud computing advantages [4].
1. In R & D and maintenance, because of the huge resources, the solution to the problem can 
be rapidly established and deployed to reduce the barriers of information problems and 
save the R & D and maintenance costs of new methods.
2. In terms of exchanging messages, users find problems and solve problems. Because cloud 
terminals are hubs, users can easily communicate with each other and exchange views 
with each other so that they can collaborate to solve problems and give play to their wis-
dom and ability.
3. In terms of slim and light development, users do not need to have large memory capacity 
and powerful computing functions, such as tablets and mobile phones, because of data 
storage and functional computing in the cloud.
4. In the system update, due to functional hardware and software are in the cloud site, where 
there is a newly developed system software, as long as the site updated, immediately put 
into use, users no longer have to worry about update and installation problems.
5. In terms of functional applications, it is easy to meet the needs of users by combining 
multiple useful websites with diverse functional backgrounds, providing highly com-
petitive application functions and enhancing users’ application capabilities and vendor 
reputation.
6. In terms of ease of use, cloud computing is a fast service, and users can operate anytime, 
anywhere as long as they are in an Internet-enabled area and open a webpage.
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Cloud computing disadvantages [4].
1. There must be network connectivity between the cloud website and the user. Therefore, us-
ers in the area without the network cannot share any cloud function. If the network speed 
is slow, it will also affect the efficiency of the function and cannot handle difficult problems.
2. In order to build a cloud website, in addition to requiring huge funding, more personnel 
and equipment are needed. In the future, maintenance requires funds and talents. So run-
ning a cloud site has a very heavy burden on it.
3. Cloud computing is a new era of computer technology, and we are now using computer 
systems and methods, but also after a long time to build a little bit by bit, if you imme-
diately give up straight to the cloud, will waste the previous investment; if not updated 
system will not keep up with new technology.
4. For users, participation in cloud computing can make the operation easy and effective, but 
it may also be a commercial trap. Once it enters the cloud, it will abandon its own capabili-
ties and devices if it relies on the cloud. If the cloud system aggravates the payment, at this 
time can only be allowed to ask.
4. Cloud application status
Cloud computing industry can be divided into three categories: cloud software, cloud plat-
form, cloud devices.
1. Cloud software (SaaS): to break the monopoly of the previous situation of manufacturers de-
sign, interested parties can develop their own design, propose a wide range of software services.
2. Cloud platform (PaaS): research and develop operating system platform, provide software 
developers to design cloud software and serve the general public via the Internet. As a 
result, operating system platforms and non-manufacturers with ample human and mate-
rial resources cannot afford to participate. Currently, there are: Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft, 
Apple.
3. Cloud equipment (IaaS): the basic equipment (such as IT systems, databases, etc.) are sys-
tematically integrated to make it work together to provide the maximum storage space 
for data and provide the fastest execution time for the operation. The current participants: 
IBM, Dell, Sun, Hewlett-Packard, Amazon.
Enterprises in cloud service environment providing customized customer service have 
become popular. However, quick and proper understanding of customer needs to provide 
customized services should be a priority of companies. Therefore, the proposed customer ser-
vice for customized applications and the use of data mining techniques to collect information 
from a large number of promotional products to meet customer needs will result in proactive 
customized information to the customer to save time searching for products. The system can 
enhance the competitiveness of enterprises and increase corporate profits.
Cloud Computing
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1. SaaS is a model that provides software through the Internet. Instead of purchasing software, 
users can use the Web-based software to manage their business activities without having to 
maintain the software. The service provider manages and maintains the software, for many 
small businesses, SaaS is the best way to adopt advanced technology, which eliminates the 
need for companies to buy, build and maintain infrastructure and applications. In recent 
years, the rise of SaaS has given traditional packaged software vendors real pressure.
2. PaaS is a platform as a service (Platform as a service). Platform as a service is a cloud com-
puting service that provides a computing platform and a solution stack as a service. At the 
typical level of cloud computing, the platform as a service layer is between software as a 
service and infrastructure as a service.
Platform-as-a-service provides the ability for users to deploy and create cloud infrastruc-
ture to clients, or to use programming languages, libraries, and services. Users do not need 
to manage and control the cloud infrastructure, including the network, servers, operating 
systems or storage, but need to control the upper application deployment and application 
hosting environment.
PaaS takes the software development platform as a service and delivers it to the user as a 
softwareas-a-service (SaaS) model. Therefore, PaaS is also an application of the SaaS mod-
el. However, the emergence of PaaS can accelerate the development of SaaS, especially to 
accelerate the development of SaaS application speed.
3. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is the software that consumers use to process, store, net-
work and various basic computing resources, deploy and execute operating systems or 
applications, and so on. Clients can deploy and run processing, storage, networking, and 
other basic computing resources at will, without the need to purchase network devices 
such as servers and software. They cannot control or control the underlying infrastructure, 
but can control operating systems, storage devices, deployed applications.
5. Cloud platform
5.1. Google Cloud platform
Google (Google) to develop Gmail, Google Docs, Google Talk, iGoogle, Google Calendar and 
other online applications, the establishment of basic cloud computing platform. General users use 
the browser to connect to the designated website platform, you can edit the file, and then online 
archive. In the company did not complete the file, go home from work can be connected to the 
Internet to continue, Google Spreadsheet graphical online spreadsheets can be defined formula 
fill in the numerical calculation, Google Cloud Computing website, these work has nothing to do 
with the performance of the computer we use Only the internet connection speed is a problem.
In order for cloud sites to process large numbers of users and large amounts of information 
in parallel. The Google Cloud assumes that every information system can fail at any time, so 
use software layers to create fault tolerance and standardize machines. As the amount of data 
increases, the performance of the cloud system can only be achieved by continuously expanding 
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the number of machines and equipment without modifying the original application. For 
example, the software layer includes three technologies: Google File System (GFS), distrib-
uted database Google BigTable (GBT), and Google MapReduce (GMR).
Google has been successfully developed and welcomed by users of the cloud site:
a. Gmail: each account provides 15 GB of high-capacity storage space, effectively control 
spam and provide normal operation assurance and security.
b. Google Calendar: a web-based calendar application that increases the productivity of in-
dividuals or groups of users, helps reduce the cost of work, and enhances the division of 
labor. Agenda management, scheduling, sharing of online calendar and calendar synchro-
nization move.
c. Google Docs: provides the execution environment for word processing, trial execution, 
briefing and processing at anytime and anywhere, supports up to 1G unlimited file types 
upload (virtual hard disk) and instant sharing. Through the webpage, users are provided 
multiplayer editing files at the same time.
d. Google Talk: groups effectively interact and communicate, provide group mail communi-
cation, facilitate content sharing, and quickly search for files. Share calendars, documents, 
websites and videos.
e. Google Group: the joint vertical and horizontal integration of the intranet, the establish-
ment of a safe and effective community team project.
f. Security: provide the best security solutions such as video, private files.
5.2. Yahoo Cloud platform
Yahoo! successfully developed four major technologies for cloud infrastructure:
a. Establishing cloud storage for structured and unstructured data.
b. Establishing large-scale decentralized data computing and storage.
c. Providing cloud data cache and proxy Function.
d. To provide advanced rapid data processing services.
The ultimate goal is to complete Online Serving, so that developers can complete the develop-
ment environment online to establish and accelerate product and service development time.
Working with the Apache Software Foundation to develop Hadoop, a cloud-based operat-
ing system, Hadoop is a distributed computing environment written in Java that provides 
a wealth of data. Hadoop’s architecture is based on the concept of BigTable and Google File 
System It is similar to the cloud computing architecture used internally by Google.
5.3. Microsoft Cloud platform
On the cloud computing platform, Microsoft has developed the most complete applications, 
including:
Cloud Computing
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a. Cloud computing service application (Windows Azure, SQL Azure) in the Internet data 
center.
b. Enterprise online cloud service application (Microsoft Online Services).
c. Enterprise Server (System Center), providing customers the freedom to choose their own 
solution or mix different solutions.
In order to lead Google, Yahoo! and other existing cloud platforms, Microsoft has also released 
a self-developed cloud computing platform Azure Services Platform, using the operating sys-
tem Windows Azure.
5.4. Apple cloud platform
The Apple cloud platform is slightly different from the previous three platforms. When used 
by users, they must be downloaded to the local user device before being turned on.
Apple’s approach is not to treat the cloud as a platform to solve all issues. Instead, the cloud is 
viewed as a central monitoring station to monitor the user’s operation. The main reasons why 
Apple handles cloud services in this way are as follows:
a. Apple does not trust the quality of current network data delivery, especially the streaming 
quality provided by mobile phone carriers.
b. Apple does not participate in other systems to share their achievements, as far as possible 
limited to consumers using Apple devices only to use this service.
c. Apple to reduce replay functionality load, allowing users to play through the cloud, but 
also if necessary Device download, replay at any time.
Apple cloud platform operating system to cloud data flow rather than control the organi-
zation of information transfer. Apple cloud platform operating system applications, music, 
media, files, messages, photos, backups, settings and other centralized storage in the cloud. 
iCloud supports all iOS devices. When Apple users use this system to upload files, iCloud 
automatically backs up the purchased music, applications, files, photos and system devices to 
other cloud devices and synchronizes them to other Apple devices.
6. Cloud computing security
According to the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), cloud computing services may encounter 
seven major information security issues:
1. Unscrupulous people using cloud computing technology to engage in unscrupulous re-
source services.
2. User operations Interface and cloud computing services with information security 
concerns.
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3. Insiders interested parties, the use of illegal ways to get the cloud client’s resource content.
4. Cloud data sharing may cause resource sharing error or interference situation.
5. When the data are all concentrated in the cloud resources platform, may lead to data leak-
age problems.
6. Cloud client account and password authentication information was intentional tampering.
Information security threats, in addition to man-made attacks, include information system 
attacks and internal staff operations. There are three steps in protection measures that must 
be paid special attention to:
1. To strengthen the security protection and setting of hardware and software.
2. Enhance the information system security monitoring and internal operation auditing 
mechanism.
3. Timely adjustment of information system settings and data backup.
After the cloud computing was put forward, the network attacker also continued to devote 
himself to attacking the virtual machine. For the self-protection of cloud computing, the fol-
lowing information security recommendations were made:
1. Do not trust the network is a guarantee always safe and secure.
2. Login information on the Internet too detailed, easy to leak personal privacy issues.
3. Whether the data will affect the normal work affairs when the data is placed on the cloud 
platform.
7. Cloud system virtual technology and pivotal technology
In the cloud system, the most basic software technology is “Virtual Machine” technology. 
Virtual Machine, or VM for short, is to simulate the host operating system. In recent years, VM 
technology has been gradually used to simulate different operating systems to support vari-
ous host needs of cloud users. This is not only the Platform as a Service, the operating system 
virtualization into network services) core essence of technology. For example, we can host dif-
ferent versions of the Linux operating system, FreeBSD operating system and MS-Windows 
operating system in the cloud system. The cloud system users can be based on their needs, 
were connected to the cloud host MS-SQL database services or MySQL database services. 
For cloud system maintainers, only one cloud host needs to be maintained. However, cloud 
users do not need to care about the real operating system that the cloud host executes, as 
long as they can access the data services they need. In this way, the cloud-based SaaS can be 
completed and the application functions can be virtualized into network services the core 
technology.
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Cloud server virtual host can be roughly divided into two types of server host and client host, 
server host which is the real hardware computer operating system to host the implementa-
tion of the virtual host operating system; and the client host is virtual out of the host system. 
As long as the hardware capacity permits (memory capacity and hard disk capacity), each 
server host can execute many different client hosts, each Guest can represent a host, and has 
an independent IP address and different network Road service. Of course, a more complex 
cloud architecture can be used as the host of the Guest host, and then host the implementa-
tion of different versions of the virtual host operating system, and thus form a “virtual host 
inside the virtual host.” Similar to the nested virtual host architecture (Nest Virtual Machine).
7.1. Pivotal technology—Google File System (GFS)
Google File System (GFS), mainly to deal with the rapid increase in cloud computing data. 
GFS has all the features of a distributed file system, including storage efficiency, scalability, 
reliability and reusability, large GFS distributed file system can be composed of hundreds 
of hard drives, without the use of high-end expensive Storage equipment can maintain the 
file storage quality. And with fault-tolerant capabilities, GFS easily recovers corrupted files 
through fault-tolerant detection and auto-recovery in GFS, even in the event of an operation.
When the GFS client client application requests a GFS host server to create a file request, the 
GFS host server will cut the request into blocks of 64 MB in size, which are then allocated to 
the lower layer for processing. The file system in order to ensure the safety of the file will auto-
matically copy the block data to at least three backup actions and save them to the hard disk 
in the ext2 format. Finally, the result of the reassembly process is delivered to the GFS client 
application, which is the GFS operational flow [1]. As shown in Figure 1.
GFS operation process, GFS is mainly used to store metadata, the main namespace file, the 
partition namespace partition and each file is mapped to the block record location, usually 
about 64 MB in size, the average of each file only 100 characters, and the real data is stored on 
the server. In this way, you do not need to worry about the risk of inconsistent backup data of 
the three lower copies if the server is damaged in an unexpected way, and administrators can 
also make backups via the remote mechanism so as to be more secure.
Figure 1. Google File System (GFS) [1].
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In addition, 64 MB huge block space has several advantages. First, he reduces the need 
for communication between the client and the server because the same block space can 
be processed with only one read for immediate information, and the block storage design 
can reduce the workload of the search service. Second, because the block space is large, 
the client usually only needs to operate multiple times in the same block space, which can 
reduce the number of server switches and reduce the load of network traffic. Third, large 
block storage space can also reduce the amount of metadata that the main server needs to 
store. Because of the reduced processing load, you can speed up the main server’s connec-
tion by placing frequently read metadata on the main server’s memory instead of on the 
hard disk.
7.2. MapReduce
MapReduce is actually a simple programming model. As long as the map and reduce func-
tions are used in programming, the information system helps map to sort out the available 
data from the original data and classify the available data, and then use the reduce program 
to simplify the usable data.
The purpose of MapReduce is to run large-scale computer data and the implementation of 
decentralized computing, for a large number of data to do parallel computing. So the whole 
structure of MapReduce is composed of two functions Map and Reduce. When the program 
inputs a large group of key or value, the Map function will automatically disassemble the 
key or value of many groups, and then Reduce Function simplifies the data content and then 
merges with the same Key value of the pairing, and finally produce the analysis of the data 
results [2]. As shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. MapReduce [2].
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7.3. BigTable
BigTable distributed database query data used in the language of Google Query Language, is 
a database similar to the SQL command language. Because BigTable can perform complicated 
analysis and query functions with MapReduce technology architecture, it is especially suit-
able for integrated data table access up to 10 TB or more.
BigTable storage for the column-oriented, and the traditional relational database row-ori-
ented way, the benefits of the use of column-oriented is very convenient in the new data, 
each data can be stored in a fixed field of objects. In addition BigTable index of infor-
mation is divided into two kinds of row key and column key, and can be any string, so 
more than the traditional relevance of the database with high compression ratio, high read 
performance.
BigTable the first field is the Row key, the second field is the Column key, the third field is 
the timestamp as a data index, the three parameters corresponding to the data is stored as a 
string .
Each basic unit of storage stored in a bigTable has Timstamp, which allows multiple versions 
of the same stored data over time. And users of the cloud application can specify which data 
to keep. Since the data type of the timestamp is int64, each storage unit can use the difference 
of one millionth of a second for storing, so as to completely prevent data from being overwrit-
ten [3]. As shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. BigTable [3].
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8. Case examples
This case example uses PaaS architecture to collect customer consumption data and to analyze 
the interactions of purchased goods. This study aims to construct a cloud service customized 
product selection information system to provide a reference to the industry.
The customized products framework of the system is shown in Figure 4, in which the relational 
database management system is used to conduct the data mining which consists of three steps:
The Customized products cloud Information System is shown in Figure 4, where the rela-
tional database management system is used for data mining that consists of four steps:
Step 1: input the system code by certification and open the databases, which consist of the 
customer database, the retail mall database, and the transaction database.
Step 2: analyze the data according to the database.
Step 3: transfer the Marketing Knowledge Database to the relevant branches and to the 
customers.
8.1. Association rule mining
The association rules are proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [5]. Association rule mining is 
widely used for analyzing the product items purchased by consumers. It is also used to support 
sales promotion and marketing segmentation. The association rule is represented by X→Y 
where X and Y are a set of items. This rule means that the transaction records in a business 
database that contain X tend to contain Y. A large number of valid algorithms for mining 
association rules have been proposed [7].
Figure 4. The customized products customized products cloud information system.
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In this study, a mining system to detect customer behavior is proposed. The association rules 
from relational database design are utilized to mine consumer behavior.
In the consumer purchase of computers and memory, for example, the association rules are 
as follows:
Computer → Memory [support = 25%, confidence = 75%].
The formula shows that 25% of the entire transaction database will buy a computer and mem-
ory, while 75% of the total customers who purchase computers will buy them together with 
memory. The following steps are used to determine the association rules:
1. First, find a collection of high-frequency items (large item set). This collection of support 
must be greater than the user customized minimum support (minimum support).
2. Second, use a collection of items produced by high-frequency generating association rules.
Currently, many algorithms can identify the high-frequency items associated with a collec-
tion of rules, such as Apriori [6] and DHP [8]. Apriori is the most commonly used and best-
known algorithm; therefore, its data analysis will be used in this study.
8.2. Customized products analysis
From our interviews with the company marketing managers, the customized products design 
is the fundamental promotional tool for the firm. The customized products is designed by the 
marketing office based on decisions from department meetings. For example, more custom-
ized products is dedicated to facial care products and decorations products.
The customized products is designed and produced by the marketing office based on aggre-
gated information from head office. The data was collected from June 2015 to May 2016. The 
database of the system consists of three major parts, namely, customer data, product data, 
and transaction data.
In this chapter, we propose a cloud service information system prototype using data mining 
techniques to help enterprises find suitable promotional products for each customer in the 
cloud customer database.
Step 1: create a basic cloud customer database.
The main characteristic attribute in the collection of user data. It records all possible influence fac-
tors of the customer buying behavior attribute data. The cloud customer database is composed of 
two parts, namely, basic information and preference category. A1 to Ai-1 are the basic properties 
of the cloud customer information, such as gender, education, salary, and others. Ai records the 
user’s preferences for product categories, such as facial cleanser, Shampoo, and so on.
Step 2: cloud pre-processing of customer databases and program code conversion.
This step is mainly for the retrieval of the required fields from the cloud customer database. 
Then, the cloud customer attribute data are matched with the users to do the coding to attri-
bute on the clustering.
Step 3: association rules.
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The first level of association rules uses the product department as decision variables, For 
example, we let pc, fc, hc, sb, denote the Personal cleaning products department, the Facial 
care products department, the Home cleaning products department and the Snack biscuits 
products department, respectively. The equation P  denotes the probability 
that the customers will buy products from the Personal cleaning products department and 
Facial care products department; where type1 and T denote the product combination type1 
and customer, respectively. The detailed results are shown in Table 1.
The decision variable in the second level association rules is product brand. Herein, three 
product brands are sold by the Facial care products department (i.e., NIVEA Facial cleanser 
coded by fc3, Biore Facial cleanser coded by fc1, and Deep Clean Facial cleanser coded by fc2), 
first product brand is sold by the Home cleaning products department (i.e., Tide Laundry 
detergent coded by hc2) and second product brands are sold by the Personal cleaning prod-
ucts department (i.e., Biore Body Wash coded by pc2). The equation P  
denotes the probability that the customers will buy pc2 and fc3 simultaneously. Please see 
Tables 2 and 3 for more detailed results.
8.3. Marketing knowledge database
According to the mining results, the promotion projects are to design some special customer 
catalogs for the customer in accordance with the customer’s preference for the product brand 
to enhance product sales.
Table 2. Results of product brand (second level).
Table 1. Results of section classification as the decision variable (first level).
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Herein, the special customer promotional products are designed following special customer 
promotional products 1 and 2 and 3 (SCPP 1 and 2 and 3).
SCPP 1: combine the sale, offering a 15% discount to all customers, of Biore Body Wash with 
and Biore Facial cleanser, which rank No. 1 in product sales of Tables 2 and 3 respectively. 
Figure 5 shows the description in the special customer promotional products 1.
SCPP 2: combine the sale of Biore Body Wash and tide laundry detergent, which rank No. 2 in 
product sales of Tables 2 and 3 respectively, offering a 20% discount to all customers. Figure 6  
shows the description in the special customer promotional products 2.
SCPP 3: combine the sale of Biore Body Wash with the own brand products, offering a 25% 
discount to all customers. Figure 7 shows the description in the special customer promotional 
products 3.
Table 3. Results of product brand combine (third level).
Figure 5. (Biore Body Wash with and Biore Facial cleanser).
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Therefore, when these three indicators by policy makers are found, the needs of individual 
customer’s promotional products shall be considered in the current business situation. The 
main objective of the promotion is to determine the appropriate weight of each index. The 
system helps enterprises to efficiently deliver the customized commodity product promotion, 
as well as really meet the business situation and needs.
9. Conclusion
In this study, association rules were used to identify links between customer profiles and 
products purchased. It provides marketing managers with a useful tool to rapidly search for 
Figure 7. (Biore Body Wash with the own brand products).
Figure 6. (Biore Body Wash and tide laundry detergent).
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valuable information based on customer transaction cloud information, and rapidly establish 
marketing strategies to enhance sales and profit.
This study provides a cloud service information system that improves the sales of case com-
panies’ products by changing the original promotion methods. It can help supervisors and 
employees to provide them with useful knowledge through the new system presented here to 
better decide on promotional activities.
After marketing the customized product promotion catalog, the data mining system helps 
companies understand the market acceptance of the product and understand the product 
sales, thus repairing its marketing strategy and increasing the sales of the product.
In addition, the data mining system can also amend the design of the customized product 
catalog based on market sales data and design a customized product catalog for different 
periods. Therefore, the effective use of data mining systems can help understand the cus-
tomer’s buying behavior, so that decision makers can formulate optimal policies.
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